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Course  Hotel Management/ Tourism and Leisure/ 

Catering and food service 

Academic year 2020-2021 

Subject Applied Spanish  III 

 

ECTS 3 

Type of course Compulsory 

Year 3º Semestre 1º sem. Student Workload 

Professor(s) Florbela Lages Antunes Rodrigues Total 81 Contacto 45 

Area/Group 

Coordinator or Head of 

Department 

 

Languages and culture 

Prof. Doutor Samuel Walter Best 

 

 

1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

This is a basic course that aims to contribute to the establishment of the competency profile 

recommended for the course. With the semester course for Spanish IV aims to achieve an advanced 

level (B2, communicative and linguistic skills (lexical - grammatical, phonetic and functional). Focusing 

will be particularly important in the understanding and production. It is intended that the student is able 

to structure, organize and explain a sightseeing tour through the main Spanish cities and meet the 

characteristic of the profession of Tourist Guide. This program is a continuation of Spanish I, II. 

 

2. PROGRAMME 

The origin of tourism. 

- Definition of Tourism; Internal tourism and tourism Spanish issuer; Tourist habits of the residents in 

Spain; Tourist habits of the international visitor; The economic benefits of tourism; Ethics and Tourism: 

the responsible tourist; The best to travel. 

- Cultural and leisure tourism. 

World of the hotel industry: Dismissing the customer, thanks and complaints; The Invoice Request; 

Customer appreciation; Complaints and complaints; A customer's claim sheet; The request of a favor; 

Writing letters; Understand phone conversations related to bill request and claims; Write letters of 

Planned SD 
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appreciation and response to complaints; Thank the congratulations; Argue your reasons for accepting 

or rejecting a claim; Reassure annoying customers about setbacks; The mechanism of the reservation 

- Gastronomy. 

 Using recipes applied to the learning of HE; To take as base the gastronomy of the language to be 

studied; To approach sociocultural competence through cooking; To offer a great versatility of recipes 

and texts of several countries of the Spanish-speaking world. 

3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

The goals established for this curricular unit are consistent with its syllabus, particularly in the 

understanding plus written and oral usage of everyday expressions, as well as simple sentences 

intended to satisfy immediate needs. The interconnection between the syllabus, the objectives and the 

main bibliography considered for the curriculum unit is worth mentioning 

 

4. MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY  

MORENO, Concha y TUTS, Martina, Cinco Estrellas, español para el turismo,  Sociedad General 
Española de Librería.2009. 
 
MORENO, Concha y TUTS, Martina, Hotel.es - El español en el hotel. Sociedad General Española de 
Librería.1997. 
 
ENCLAVE ELE, Bienvenidos. Español para profesionales/Turismo y Hostelería B1. 
 
MARTINS PERIS, Ernesto y Neus SANS BAULENAS, Gente 1. Curso de Español para 
Extranjeros. Libro del alumno y libro de trabajo y resumen gramatical. Barcelona, 
Difusión 2000. 
 
FERNÁNDEZ, J; FENTER, R; Curso Intensivo de Español, Gramática. SGEL. Madrid. 
 
BENÍTEZ, Pedro; MADRIGAL, Maria Jesus, Español para Extranjeros. Cuaderno de 
Ejercícios Edinumen. 1999. 
 
LÓPEZ,Gloria y LÓPEZ María Rosa, Conversemos en clase – Nivel Elemental-Intermedio. 
Edinumen.2003. 
 
PLAN CURRICULAR DEL INSTITUTO CERVANTES (Niveles de referencia para el Español 
según el MCER). Marco de Referencia Europeo. 
 

5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION) 

Theoretical-practical lessons with action-oriented and tasks and project oriented communicative 

methods. Practice of oral and written language skills through different types of written texts and 

audiovisual materials. 

5.1  The Continuous assessment presupposes the regular following of the lessons. 
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-Semester assignments: 50% 

-Global Test: 50% 

5.2 Final evaluation (Ordinary and Extraordinary Exam) 

   -100% written part. 

 

6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND 

OBJECTIVES 

This course aims to give the student an overview of the Spanish language and aims to be the first 

contact with it. The teaching methodologies are consistent with the goals of UC because they address 

issues of theoretical and conceptual seeking to introduce students in this first approach to a foreign 

language, focusing on student training activity for their involvement in practical issues such as readings 

and interpretations of texts as well as in the comparison of the possible problems related to the 

contextual realities of tourism and articulating with the applied research developed in a work group. 

 

7. ATTENDANCE 

According to the decision taken by the Council of Scientific ESECD at the meeting on 29/09/2010, force 

the mandatory two thirds attendances to classes so that students can opt for continuous assessment 

process. 

 

Date: 
Signature: 

 

Area/Group Coordinator 
 

Signature: 

 

Professor(s) Name(s) 
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Course - Tourism and Leisure 

- Hotel Management 

- Catering and Food Service 

Academic Year 2020/2021 

Subject French Language III ECTS 

Bachelor 
PHT 

 

3 

Type of course Compulsory 

Year 1st Semester 1st Student workload 

 

 

 

Professor 
Anabela Oliveira da Naia Sardo (PhD) 

Total 

Bachelor 

PTH 

 

81 

Contact  

45 

Area Coordinator Walter Best (PhD) 

 

 

 
1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The Applied French Language III subject privileges the four main competences, referenced for the 

languages: comprehension of oral, comprehension of written documents, oral expression and written 

expression. It is about driving students to practice oral and written communication in French (independent 

user - Common Reference Levels: global scale) by promoting the acquisition and development of general 

and specific skills and knowledge. 

 

2. PROGRAMME 

A - Understanding and using expressions: 

1. Voyager: tourisme, patrimoine et gastronomie 

2. Proposer un produit touristique (manifestation culturelle, particularité régionale, visites 

gastronomiques locales)  

3. Accueillir et traiter les demandes/réclamations des clients (hôtel, restaurant et autres lieux 

culturels, touristiques) 

B - Grammatical points: l'expression du temps (situer dans le temps/exprimer la durée/la datation), 

consolider des modes et temps verbaux, l'actif et le passif, la comparaison, les adjectifs/pronoms indéfinis, 

les pronoms personnels, les pronoms relatifs, le discours rapporté, l'expression de la condition/les 

hypothèses, la construction de la phrase simple et complexe, les connecteurs temporels/logiques. 

COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

It becomes necessary to envisage the learning of foreign languages as the construction of a 

multilingual and multicultural competence in the terms in which it is formulated in the Common 

European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe, Modern Languages: 

Syllabus Description 
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Learning, Assessment: The Common European Framework of Reference, Strasbourg, 1998 / 

Conseil de l' Europe / Les Editions Didier, Cadre Européen de Référence pour les Langues: 

Apprendre, enseigner, évaluer, Paris, 2001). 

3. MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

CORBEAU, S.; DUBOIS, C.; PENFORNIS, J.-L.; SERNICHON, L. (2006). Hôtellerie-

Restauration.com. CLE International. 

CORBEAU S., DUBOIS C., PENFORNIS J.-L. (2006). Tourisme.com. CLE International. 

Dictionnaire du français, Le Robert. CLE International. 

GRÉGOIRE, M. (2010). Grammaire progressive du français avec 500 exercices. Niveau débutant, 

CLE International. 

Podcast Français facile. Apprendre le Français – Niveau débutant. Disponível em 

https://www.podcastfrancaisfacile.com/francais-debutant-apprendre-le-francais.html.  

www.lepointdufle.fr 

www.tv5monde.com  

 

Note: Bibliographic indications will be completed during the classes. 

4. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES and  EVALUATION 

The methodological procedures and strategies are oriented towards the co-responsibility of the 

student, that is why responsible, correct and active participation in classes is valued. Priority 

will be given to diversified strategies and activities, progressive study and communicative 

approach. 

Continuous assessment requires the presence and participation in 75% of contact hours, as 

provided for in the study plan. Failure to comply with this rule results in disapproval of this 

form of assessment, passing the student to the final assessment (by exam).  

The continuous evaluation of the curricular unit is done through two written tests with the same 

weight. To make the second test / frequency, the student must obtain a minimum grade of 7/20 

values. If this does not happen, the student will pass for evaluation by final exam. In the final 

exam, the student must obtain a minimum grade of 9 values in the written test to be admitted to 

the oral test. This rule also applies to student workers who do not attend classes, but want to 

carry out continuous assessment. In this case, the student must obtain a minimum grade of 9 

values (9/20) in the written test to be admitted to the oral test. 

https://www.podcastfrancaisfacile.com/francais-debutant-apprendre-le-francais.html
http://www.lepointdufle.fr/
http://www.tv5monde.com/
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The 2 written tests worth 75% of the final evaluation. The remaining 25% will be used to assess 

the competence of oral communication (which can be evaluated during classes or through an 

oral exam at the end of the semester). 

The evaluation of the courses is defined in the School Regulation of the Courses of the 1st Cycle 

of the IPG. 

5. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES 

The capacity and awareness of the communicative act allows the individual to integrate and 

position himself socially. In this way, “performative” methodologies and strategies are valued, 

always combined with theoretical or metalinguistic concepts that underpin them, emphasizing 

not so much knowledge, but above all know-how. And this is only achieved by "doing", acting. 

For this reason, the methodologies and activities focus on the student himself, proceeding to the 

analysis and comment of real situations and the creation of communication situations in different 

formal or informal contexts. 

6. CONTACTS 

School address: ESCOLA SUPERIOR DE TURISMO E HOTELARIA | Rua Dr. José António Fernandes 

Camelo – Arrifana | 6270-372 Seia  

Phone number: +351 238 320 800 Fax: +351 238 320 890  

E-mail:  geral.esth@ipg.pt 

 

 


